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A Typology of Virtual Worlds  
(JVWR, Messinger, Stroulia and Lyons)  



Main Profit Models 

•  Fixed Fees (Installation fee, retail price,
 registration fee, upfront fees, setup fees, etc.)
 Subscriptions   

•  Variable fees (fees for Services) 

•  Pay-as-you-go extras  

•  Advertising  

•  Ancillaries 



Profit Models: Second Life 

•  Fixed Fees: Free Basic Service Builds Community 
•  Subscriptions: Memberships 

•  Variable fees: None.   

•  Pay-as-you-go extras: Land Ownership.    

•  Advertising: Billboards, Kiosks, etc.    

•  Ancillaries: Web-Based Community 

•  Taxes an In-world Economy 



In World Business Owners 
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Profit Models: Webkinz 

•  Fixed Fees: 1 Year Basic Service with Plush Toy 
•  Pay-as-you-go extras: Virtual clothing and

 accessories   

•  Ancillaries: Sale of stuffed animals and real
 accessories 

•  Variable fees, Advertising, Subscriptions less
 prominent 



Electronic Arts  

•  Use a business model based solely on advertising and pay-as-you
-go extras for their new game Battlefield Heroes.  

•  “As an organization we felt that this was something that would
 have mass appeal . . .…  Traditionally, you buy a game in a store
 and you put it in your gaming system or computer and you pay
 $50 or $60 for the game.  This [Battlefield Heroes] is a
 downloadable, entirely free product based on the Battlefield
 franchise.” Tammy Schachter, Electronic Arts Spokeswoman   

•  Supported by  
–  advertising that will appear onscreen between game levels and in on-line forums

 related to the game,  
–  a small fee (between $2-$5) for upgrades in weapons and armour.   

•  FIFA Soccer game given for free in Korea beginning in 2006 
–  more than five million players  
–  more than $1 million US monthly in sales of ads and extras, including virtual cleats

 and jerseys that players can purchase for their in-game characters.  



Consumers Prefer Ads to Fees 

•  A survey in which 90% of 1,500 gamers indicated
 they would be willing to watch advertisements
 before or after playing a game, or during breaks
 in play, if they could play the game for free.
 [Survey by RealNetworks which operates popular
 on-line gaming website RealGames.]   



Considerations 

•  1. Revenue-related considerations  
–  Need to aid in consumer learning of the platform 
–  timing of value creation (instant or flow) 
–  possibility of co-creation (for fun or for wealth) 
–  whether network is valued (value-added activities, and possibility of appropriating

 value)  

•   2. Operational costs considerations   
–  operational cost structure (one time or continuous) 
–  the monitoring cost  

•  3. Other considerations  
–  perceptions of fairness  
–  Type of users: business, consumers, government  
–  competition  
–  user involvement (low/high) 


